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**Abstract**—Social media has made major changes in various e-commerce areas. One of these marketing cases is in e-commerce systems. The relationship between customers and business is very much appreciated by marketers. The use of social media by customers has given marketers the opportunity to get more information from customer feedback. Recently, on social media, marketers look for customers who have the most impact on other customers. They can influence the ideas of other customers with their opinions about a new product. In addition, influential users can have the greatest impact on specific domains. This domain may be in the domain of a product or service. Therefore, in this article influential users on social media have been studied in terms of impact in different areas. The proposed approach is for influential users using the social knowledge management approach. The knowledge cycle consists of knowledge organization, storage, retrieval, and knowledge discovery and management, where all explicit and implicit knowledge has been tried to accurately disclose affected users. In this paper, firstly, the problem was adapted to the knowledge management cycle, and in the steps of this cycle, artificial intelligence techniques such as Bayesian networks were used to classify and identify influential users. In order to investigate the proposed method, various scenarios based on a variety of data sets are used for evaluation and the results of these studies show the high accuracy of the proposed method in identifying influential users.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

Recently, businesses have modernized their production, services, and tools to meet customer requirements. Businesses need to take innovative strategies for marketing, advertising and serving customers to overcome continuous changes in the environment and market requirements. One of the strategies is e-commerce stores.

In the years 1999 and 2000, when the Internet broke out, online shopping became known an Amazon became available. The first electronic store on the Internet was founded by Jeff Bezos [1]. At first, only books were sold online on this website. Following the success of Amazon, other booksellers physically present, sold their books online. Then portals like yahoo and msn began to build channels for selling items in addition to books for people [2]. Now, stores such as eBay and Amazon are the most famous and reputable online stores. E-shopping has many benefits, including no geographical constraints, no difference with the physical stores, board sales, wider and less costly advertising, fast track purchasing process, more accurate and convenient shopping planning [3]. Types of business in e-shops are divided into four categories: B2B e-commerce, B2C e-commerce, C2C e-commerce and C2G e-commerce [4].

One of the most powerful tools for marketing and advertising in electronic stores is social media. The speed of publishing news in such medium is so high that in the least possible time, they inform each other aware of the latest post published. The daily growth of online contributions and interactions suggests an increase in the number of participants (members) and an increase in the volume of documents on social networks [5]. This great volume of online stored data provides an exceptional opportunity for marketers and e-mailers to explore the behavior of customers. Through these interactions, researchers can now carefully review issues such as customer preferences for products, the quality of share of knowledge and information among members of the groups. Another benefit of advertising on the social network platform can be reduced costs and targeted targeting of customers.

One of the main challenges of advertising on social networks is increasing the effectiveness and spread of advertising on the level of social networks. Today, researchers have focused on the role of knowledge in gaining competitive advantage for the advent of a knowledge perspective in marketing. [6] Knowledge has replaced mechanical devices, capital, and raw materials to create important manufacturing resources for organizations. In addition to making profits for organizations by enriching it continuously and adapting its content to knowledge bases, knowledge increases its own value. On the other hand, increasing competition among companies has made knowledge management and market sensitivity important [7]. Discussion on knowledge management improves information about the importance of knowledge (new knowledge economy) and the impact on the competitive advantage of organizations. Knowledge management is known as a process, through which the organization generates, acquires, captures and deploys knowledge to
enhance the productivity of the organization [8]. Knowledge management involves maintaining, sharing, improving and imparting knowledge in an organizational environment [9]. The objectives of knowledge management (KM) are based on three levels of tactics, developmental policies, short-term goals related to executive and operational needs, trends, internal rules, and everyday tasks [10]. KM requires that the organization organizes its products and interacts with customers, such as purchasers and suppliers of raw materials, not based on pre-defined public specifications, but based on customer preferences. While organizations move forward with the goals of customer relationship management, marketing functions play a key role in the interaction with the consumer and supplier [11].

The application of KM in marketing has empowered businesses to create a new type of needs more in line with today's consumer needs [12]. KM is a business strategy that helps corporations in the face of changes in the market environment, improving competitiveness and creating a coordinated internal organization structure. Companies tend to convince that they have a great understanding of their customers and market position; this misunderstanding makes managers make mistakes. In Ducker's view, only the customer perceives the market properly, so companies must conduct comprehensive market research and analyze customer behavior in the market, and must turn into active from the inactive market by predicting future customer needs [13].

This article seeks to find a way to determine the impact of content on social media users in order to maximize its propagation. To do this, one must identify the influential nodes in terms of the content of the advertisement. Influential users are the users who will maximize the range of advertisements in social media when advertisement is done by them. In other words, this is a matter of following users. If the advertisement is published, it is also desirable for the users who follow them, which will increase the publication of the post recursively.

KM cycle is used to explore the influential users in this paper, and we will begin to explore influential users based on KM cycle using the knowledge gained from the activities published by users in the social networking platform.

In the remainder of this article, we will present the literature in the second part, the proposed method will be presented in part three, we will review the proposed model in the fourth section and, finally, we will outline the results.

2. EASE OF USE

Here is a quick overview of the studies related to exploration of users. In [14], knowledge sharing activities on Yahoo's responses and favorite user profiles was studied. They combined the user attributes and the response specifications to predict a specific answer that would provide the best answer for users raised questions on social networking pages. In [15], the available methods for evaluating the quality of the content were discussed in a Q & A forum based on a strong bilateral relationship between user reputation and content generated by them. They improved a semi-regulatory approach to detecting high-quality content. In most cases, they examined studies that require users to vote for publications useful. For this purpose, they started to define criteria for determining the usefulness of the publication. However, most publications did not receive votes on the line, which did not mean that they were not useful. They chose three types of journalistic features (fundamental, linguistic, and semantic) and then using text mining and logical regressions, they assessed the impact of these three characteristics on the relevance of the publications. In [16], they examined prediction of the popularity of tweets on the Twitter community using the measure of tweeting propagation. They mapped the issue to a problem arranged using various features such as tweets, temporary information, metadata and users, and the characteristics of the social graph structure of users.

In [17] a sentiment analysis method proposed that takes into account the social network information as well. They pay attention on the effect of influential users on the sentiment polarity of a topic based microblogging.in[18] two methods are proposed that can estimate the expected influence and diffusion time of a seed set in an efficient manner. Getting the set of all potentially optimal solutions helps a decision maker evaluate the trade-offs between the two objectives, i.e., the number of influenced users and diffusion time. In [19], the features of social marketing messages contribute to different levels of reputation. They reviewed the messages posted by the restaurants on their Facebook pages, and measured the importance of a message according to the number of likes. They also looked at message features by using keywords in content and focusing on media, links, videos, or photos. In [20], a method was proposed called H-INDEX-FAMILIY, which identified influential bloggers based on the function of the Index Hedgehog and its types. In [21], a method called MIIB was developed to explore the influential bloggers, which was examined using TUAW Dataset. They considered three features, including blogger reputation (number of links and comments received), blogger activity (number of content generated on the blog), and blog reputation (popularity of the blog among users). In [22], a method that examined the power of impact on user interactions and their impact on each other was examined. The model, which was tested on the Twitter and Facebook datasets, released interesting results. The content and sharing of activities do not have enough motivation to influence, and important events and exciting interactions lead to express more feelings among users, and large companies can take customers with these events and constructive relationships. In [23], an exploratory method was introduced to influence a particular product or service. In this method, the first time cut-off takes into account the users who turn into a commodity purchase. In the second time cut, for impact provided by each user, a threshold is determined and the impact that users place on each other is calculated. In the third time cut, with the discovery of influential users, our customers have discovered the extent of influence of influential customers on purchasing a product. The Summarized of literature is showed in Table 1.
TABLE I. SUMMARIZED OF LITERATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>Knowledge sharing activities and favorite user profiles was studied.</td>
<td>Yahoo's responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>a semi-regulatory approach to detecting high-quality content improved</td>
<td>Q &amp; A forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>They mapped the issue to a problem arranged using various features such as tweets, temporary information, metadata and users, and the characteristics of the social graph structure of users.</td>
<td>twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>A novel sentiment analysis method is proposed. Their approach extends the classical sentiment analysis.</td>
<td>microblogging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>two methods which can estimate the expected influence and diffusion time of a seed set are proposed</td>
<td>microblogging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>measured the importance of a message according to the number of likes</td>
<td>Face book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>a method was proposed called H-INDEX-FAMILIY, which identified influential bloggers based on the function of the Index Hedgehog and its types</td>
<td>bloggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>method called MIIB was developed to explore the influential bloggers</td>
<td>TUAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>A method that examined the power of impact on user interactions and their impact on each other was examined.</td>
<td>Twitter and Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>An exploratory method was introduced to influence a particular product or service.</td>
<td>bloggers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. SOCIAL KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT METHOD

Social media has not only changed personal communication and interaction between them, but also transformed the way people work. By using social media, organizations are able to apply knowledge management optimally. It is possible to distribute and share better and access knowledge to the components of the organization using social media. This feature is very important in the world of today's business, given the increasing speed and complexity of the work environment. Social Knowledge Management is one of the social media applications of a business that can be used to customer sentiment analysis, social learning, or social collaboration among members.

According to the definition of social knowledge management, the use of social media in the field of knowledge management is to identify, share, document, transfer, develop, use and evaluate knowledge. Influential users have different influences in a variety of topics; in some areas, they show stronger influences, and in some cases they provide a weaker one. This paper presented a method called ECSN based on KM cycle to explore influential users based on permeability in a variety of topics, which is described in detail.

3.1. KM cycle

KM cycle is shown in Figure 1. Influential users will be explored based on this cycle. Subsequent steps will be presented in detail.

1) Knowledge maintenance

Knowledge management is defined as an interdependent set of functions that focuses on the recognition of individual knowledge and organizational knowledge, and most importantly the interaction between them that creates a cycle. Knowledge management is an attempt to reveal hidden assets in the minds of members and transform these hidden assets into an organizational asset to all the employees of the organization to access this asset. KM system tries to extract knowledge from users’ personal accounts and their activities in various social networks. Knowledge is divided into two categories of explicit and implicit knowledge. Figure 2 shows the knowledge classification.

2) Knowledge organization

According to [24], knowledge is divided into structured and unstructured groups.

Structured Knowledge: Knowledge extracted from structured data and information resources that are structured in their own right. Structured data sources include databases, knowledge bases, data warehouses, and markets and datacenter databases.
Unstructured Knowledge: this is the knowledge from unstructured resources such as text documents, graphical indexes, audiovisual profiles, e-mail, and all tacit knowledge of employees.

a) Preparation of structured data

Structured data has a high degree of organization. To prepare structured data, four main steps take place as shown in Figure 3.

b) Preparation of semi-structured data

Semi-structured data is a form of structured data that does not conform to the formal structure of tables and data models dependent on interfacing databases, but include labels or symbols and indices that separate semantic elements from each other, and hierarchical descriptions of fields and fields between the data. Non-structured data refers to data that does not follow any predefined model, an example of which is data of heavy text. Figure 4 shows the preparation of semi-structured data.

3) Knowledge storage

Different conceptual models are presented for storing knowledge, one of which is the concept of the use of Bayesian network [25]. In many cases, we seek to find the best assumption in the space of H assumptions, with the possession of D training data. One way to express the best assumption is to say that we are looking for the most probable assumption, having D data plus the first knowledge of the possible possibilities of the H assumptions. Bayes' theorem provides a direct method for calculating these probabilities.

Some notation is needed to define Bayes' theorem. We use P (h) to express the initial probability that h is correct before we see the training data. P (h) is generally referred to as the former possibility, and represents any prior knowledge that speaks of the probability of correctness of the assumption h. If we have no prior knowledge of assumptions, we can assign the same probability to the entire space of H assumptions. Similarly, we use P (D) to express the previous possibility that D data are observed (in other words, the probability of observing D if no knowledge is available about the correctness of the assumptions). We also use P (D | h) to express the probability of D in a world where the assumption h is true. In machine learning, we seek P (h | D), that is, the probability of the correctness of assumption h provided viewing the training data D. P (h | D) is the probable latency h, because it expresses our assurance of the assumption h after observation D data.

Bayes' theorem is the main foundation for Bayesian learning, since it provides a method for calculating the probability P (h | D) from the former P (h) with P (D) and P (D | h).

\[
P(h|D) = \frac{P(D|h)P(h)}{P(D)}
\]

As expected, P (h | D) increases with increasing P (h) as well as P (D | h). Similarly, it seems logical that P (D | h) decreases with increasing P (D) because with increasing
4) Knowledge Retrieval

In this section, information is searched for, based on specific keywords in the text, diverse metadata and documents. One of the search methods is TF-IDF method. Depending on the content generated by the user, one begins to explore the keywords. Keywords are a collection of important vocabulary in a document that provides descriptions of documentary content that speeds up comprehension of text concepts. The method used to find keywords in this thesis is TF-IDF. This method gives words a weight based on the frequency of the document. In fact, this weighting system shows how much a word is important for a document. This method is a combination of two TF and IDF methods and is calculated from equation (2) [26].

\[ W_{ki} = \text{TFIDF}(t_i, d_i) = tf(t_i, d_i) \times idf(t_i, d_i) \] (2)

5) Extracting Knowledge

The extraction phase is divided into two sections: detection of the important activities of users on the social networking platform and users classification by content, presented in more detail below.

a) Activities affecting users in propagation

Multiple regression models are used to explore the effective features of the proposed method. In multiple regressions, the value of a dependent variable (goal) is obtained from the values of independent (predictive) variables, which is achieved by constructing a linear relation (3):

\[ y = b_0 + b_1x_1 + b_2x_2 + \ldots + b_px_p \] (3)

In relation (3) y is the dependent variable and x is independent variable. The regression coefficient is constant. B0 is constant regression coefficients. Parameters from b1 to bp are called partial regression and are calculated from Relation (4). These coefficients show the increase of the dependent variable increment for an incremental independent variable [27]:

\[ \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N}y_i - \sum_{i=1}^{N}x_{i+p} + \sum_{i=1}^{N}x_{i+p} - \sum_{i=1}^{N}y_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N}x_{i+p} + \sum_{i=1}^{N}x_{i+p}} \right) \left( \frac{SD_x}{SD_y} \right) \] (4)

SDx is the standard deviation of the independent variable x, SDy is the standard deviation of the dependent variable y and, r is the correlation coefficient between the dependent and the independent variables.

b) Classification of Influential users based on Subject

To classify influential users by subject, the correlation between the keywords and the subject matter is first obtained. Since the variables are nominal, Kramer correlation coefficient is used. This correlation coefficient is between zero and one displayed with V2. As the correlation coefficient is closer to one, it indicates the strength between two variables. This correlation coefficient is obtained according to relations (5) and (6) [28]:

\[ v = \frac{\sqrt{x^2}}{\sqrt{n \times (k-1) \times (l-1)}} \] (5)

\[ x^2 = \frac{(F_0 - F_e)}{F_e} \] (6)

In relation (5), L is the number of columns, K is the number of rows and n is the number of samples. X2 is calculated from relation (6), F0 is the observed frequencies (actual frequencies that exist in houses), and Fe is the expected frequencies.

To explore the influential users in terms of trust and the activities they do, we used tree regression in their interests. For example, an activity should affect a certain number (>μ) of users. An activity must affect the other users in a given amount of time (> π), it must be repeated in a certain number (> α) of the activities performed by the leader. As shown in Figure 5, the rightmost leaf of the number of followers has an approximate size of 370 people a reissue of its is less than 40 minutes, and the operation is iterated over 60 times by the node, so its prediction in influence is close to 0.89, and can be considered the leader node in the future.

4. FINDINGS

4.1. Twitter dataset

To collect Twitter search API data, all general data from the arts, sports and politics fields were extracted from July 10 and November 24, 2013. The data obtained consisted of three thousand one hundred twenty eight modules. Table 2 summarizes the data of the Twitter data set.

4.2. Performance Analysis

The purpose of this section is to compare the performance of ECSN model with models [29] and [19] that we will discuss.

Model [29] (Lee et al. 2010): This method is proposed for exploration of influential users. Data mining models are used, and parameters such as the number of generated
TABLE II. TWITTER DATASET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of words</td>
<td>5942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of content</td>
<td>1210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of like</td>
<td>518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of retweet</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of comment</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of mention</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of users</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

content, the number of responses that users have in relation to the content, and the end of the number Content Generation Frequencies. This model is very suitable for viral marketing.

Model [19] (Yu et al. 2011): This model was proposed to explore influential users. The features of this model are generated content, as well as the type of media it is used for.

As shown in Figure 6, users groups begin to generate content in 6 ad groups as follows and shown in Figure 6 [30]:

1. Direct-Response Ad: This kind of advertising can be from any media, but its message varies by promoting the retail products, which is just the beginning to encourage consumers and customers to buy that product or service.

2. Public-service ad: public service advertising focuses on messages with good intentions such as not driving in drunkenness.

3. Interactive ad: In this ad, users share their opinion about a product or service and use it to make purchases or use of that service or merchandise.

4. Political ad: This kind of advertising is used by politicians, so that the people vote for them.

5. Cultural ad: Cultural advertising includes all types of advertising related to the culture of a nation.

6. Institutional ad: this is related to creating an identity and identifying a brand for customers.

As seen in the figure 6, interactive advertising has the most (re)posted ads on Twitter. Given the social nature of Twitter, it was predictable that interactive advertising would have the most advertising. This kind of advertising is very attractive for users and has a high number of publishers. Two types of cultural and political ads have the least (re)posting in this network. This can be due to the wide variety of users geographically cultural and political.

a) Influential users in the Twitter dataset for direct-response advertising

The number of influential users in the Twitter dataset for the direct-response ad is six. As shown in Fig. 7, ECSN model line-threshold limit exceeds models [29] and model [19].

As shown in the diagram, the direct-response advertising for users identified by the proposed method is more than other methods. The proposed method introduces the greater amount of direct-response advertising by employing the knowledge management cycle and more accurate influential users identifying method.

b) Influential users in Twitter dataset for public service advertising

The number of influential users in Twitter dataset is ten for public service advertising. ECSN propagation level is higher than the linear threshold of models [29] and [19], as shown in Figure 8, and on the other hand, in this propagation, for the number of users of one to two people, propagation for each model [29] and ECSN model is not equal.

Users who have been selected for public service ads as influential users in this dataset are 10 users. The release of these types of ads by these users is different as seen in the Figure 8. The propagation of this type of advertising through effective users identified by the proposed method is significantly higher than other methods.

c) Influential users in Twitter dataset for interactive ad

The number of influential users in Twitter dataset is fourteen for public service advertising. The models [29] and [19] have the same propagation rates, and ECSN propagation rate of both [29] and [19] is greater as shown in Fig. 9.

![Fig. 6. Topics discussed by Twitter users](image)

![Fig. 7. The extent of publication of influential users in Twitter dataset in the subject matter of direct-response advertising](image)
4.3. Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed model, Three well-known measures, namely “precision”, “recall”, and “F measure”, are used (Formulas 7 to 9 show these measures). Precision (also called positive predictive value) is the fraction of True influential users (IU) among the predicted IU’s, while recall (also known as sensitivity) is the fraction of True influential users that have been predicted over the total amount of IU’s. This relation shows all the things that must be met by a category in order to achieve the desired performance. The results are obtained by a 10-fold cross-validation. In this type of validation, data is subdivided into 10 subsets. Of these 10 subsets, each time, one is used for validation and the other 9 for training. This is iterated 9 times, and all data is used once for training and once for validation purposes. Finally, the average result of this nine-time validation is selected as a final estimate. The performance of the proposed model is compared with models [19] and [29]. The results are shown in Table 3. The precision, recall and F1-measurer of the proposed model are higher than those of [19] and [29]. ECSN model has better accuracy and prediction than [19] and [29].

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{|\{\text{Predicted IU}\} \cap \{\text{True IU}\}|}{|\{\text{Predicted IU}\}|} \tag{7}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{|\{\text{Predicted IU}\} \cap \{\text{True IU}\}|}{|\{\text{True IU}\}|} \tag{8}
\]

\[
F = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{Precision} \cdot \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \tag{9}
\]

As shown in Figure 9, in interactive advertising, different methods have shown similar levels of propagation. The reason for this is the nature of this type of advertising. This type of advertising has a high potential for appealing content in terms of content and various methods for selecting influential users do not have a significant difference in the propagation of these types of ads.

5. DISCUSSION

This paper identifies influential users in the ads propagation process based on a KM-based approach. The most important limitation of this research was the lack of a diverse set of data along with metadata needed to extract relationships. It's not easy to collect data about ads within user posts. The innovations of the proposed method are relevant to the type of advertising in the selection of influential users. In the proposed method, influential users are selected based on the type of advertising, and the results of the surveys indicate that the different types of advertising are disseminated more widely by proposed method. One of the positive features of this article is the use of the knowledge management cycle in the advertising and marketing process of social networks. Today, a large amount of business advertising in cyberspace is using social networks. This article is one of the first researches in the field of social knowledge management in business marketing. The positive results of this research against the research conducted without considering knowledge management show the effect of this approach. The accuracy of identifying influential users in propagating ads is significantly higher than previous methods. As future work, review the content of the advertisement based on criteria such as the negativity of the message, the duration of impact and the impact of events outside the social network environment on the impact of advertising. For this purpose, valid data sets must be collected at different times. Improving the knowledge management cycle and improving the predictability of influential users is another important future work.

6. CONCLUSION

Influential users in social networks will maximize the dissemination of information. Companies tend to identify these users on social networking platforms. Various methods have been proposed to identify these users in
various researches. A method is proposed in this paper called ECMSN - exploring these users is based on a subject-based social networking platform in the KM cycle. Users will have a great impact on one subject and not on other areas. KM cycle includes knowledge maintenance, knowledge retrieval, and knowledge exploration. At each stage, attempts are made to explore influential users. The proposed model was compared with models [29] and [19]. The propagation rate of the proposed model is higher than the two models [29] and [19]. In the future, efforts should be made to consider parameters such as the release time and the degree to which users trust each other to select a product.
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